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Overview

MAVI is an abbreviation for "Machine-Assisted Virtual Intelligence," a token

deployed on the Binance Smart Chain. It aims to revolutionize the field of

artificial intelligence (AI) by leveraging the power of blockchain technology.

With a limited token supply of 20 million MAVI, we have envisioned a robust

ecosystem that incentivizes community participation and facilitates the

development of cutting-edge AI solutions.

Token distribution:

- Liquidity Pool: 90% of the token supply is dedicated to the liquidity

pool, ensuring ample liquidity for MAVI token holders. This allocation

promotes seamless trading on decentralized exchanges (DEX) and

enhances market stability.

- CEX Listing: 10% of the token supply is reserved for listing on

reputable centralized exchanges (CEX). This allocation expands the

token's accessibility and market reach, enabling easier fiat on-ramp

options.

Ecosystem Features:

- Staking and Rewards: MAVI offers a staking mechanism that allows

token holders to actively participate in securing the network and earn

rewards. By staking their tokens, users contribute to network stability

and earn additional MAVI tokens.

- Liquidity Pool: The liquidity pool ensures a vibrant and efficient trading

environment for MAVI token holders, enabling smooth and secure

transactions on DEX platforms.

- Community Development Fund: A portion of the token supply is

allocated to the community development fund. These funds support

initiatives such as marketing, education, community-driven projects,

and strategic partnerships, empowering the community to contribute

to the ecosystem's growth.



- Strategic Partnerships: MAVI actively seeks collaborations with AI

companies, research institutions, and blockchain projects to foster

innovation, knowledge sharing, and broader adoption of AI solutions

within the MAVI ecosystem.

Mission and Vision

Our mission is to bridge the gap between AI and blockchain, creating a

decentralized ecosystem that empowers developers, researchers, and users

to collaborate and build advanced AI applications. We envision MAVI as a

globally recognized token, driving the adoption of AI on the blockchain and

fostering the development of next-generation intelligent systems.

Join the MAVI Ecosystem

We invite developers, researchers, and AI enthusiasts to join the MAVI

ecosystem and contribute to the future of decentralized AI. By leveraging the

power of blockchain, we unlock the potential of AI while ensuring

transparency, security, and community-driven governance.


